MULTI COLLECT 125
UNIVERSAL CURRENT COLLECTOR FOR CRANES

VARIABLE

- Connection possibility for different cable diameters
- Connection via standard cables — no highly flexible connection cables necessary
- Connection box detachable
- Single or double connection cable

QUICK AND EASY

- Simple installation
- Visual control of installation dimensions
- Automatic adjustment of the phase distance
MULTI COLLECT 125

High-quality spherical plain bearings for permanent load change

Square mount with integrated phase and spacing adjustment

Automatic entering for Funnel entrances

Integrated power distribution to both carbon brushes

Connection box can be easily removed

Visual adjustment & system control

Compatible with U15 & U25

TECHNICAL DATA

- Type specification: KDST125
- Possible deflection: ± 40 mm ↑ ↔
- Travel speed: bis zu 600 m/min
- Max. current: 63 Ampere pro Schleifkohle
- Connection cable: 2,5 - 10 mm²
- Contact protection according to IP2X
- PE unmistakable
- Funnel capable